BLU GHANA CASE STUDY
BLU Launches LTE & Wi-Fi Rapidly with Alepo
“LTE in a Box”

BLU Ghana launches LTE and
Wi-Fi services using Alepo’s
core network solution in less
than 18 months
SUMMARY
Faced with a tight deadline to launch one of Ghana’s first 4G
LTE networks, Greenfield operator, BLU
Telecommunications turned to Alepo for a market-ready
“LTE in a Box” solution that offered a rapid deployment
time for advanced LTE and Wi-Fi Hotspot data services. The
solution combined Alepo’s high-performance Evolved
Packet Core, including advanced policy and charging control
(PCRF, OCS), Alepo’s award-winning BSS / OSS suite, Service
Enabler, and Alepo’s Carrier AAA infrastructure together on
a single, pre-integrated platform. The end-to-end solution
gave BLU full support for the delivery, monetization, and
customer experience of multi-play LTE and Wi-Fi hotspot
services.
Alepo quickly and smoothly delivered the solution and the
professional services to connect the solution with BLU’s
best-of-breeds LTE and Wi-Fi networks. As a result, BLU was
able to launch ahead of its regulatory deadline with the
most advanced and competitive data plans, including video
on demand, tiered bandwidth speeds, app bundles, Wi-Fi
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data passes, and more. What’s more, BLU is assured of its
investment in a flexible, high-performance solution that
readily adapts to new market opportunities and
technologies as they emerge.

PROJECT BACKGROUND
In June 2013, BLU was one of three Ghanaian-owned
companies to receive a Broadband Wireless Access (BWA)
license to launch a new 4G LTE network. Despite Ghana’s
already saturated mobile market with nine major carriers,
including Vodafone, TIGO, and MTN, the BWA license were
only made available to companies that were 100% owned
and operated in Ghana, and so they were awarded to three
newcomers to the marketplace, including BLU. The license
came with a strict deadline to launch LTE services within 18
months of the award date.
BLU took on this challenge, entering a race to deliver the
nation’s first wave of LTE services. BLU’s leadership knew
that they would face fierce competition from the other LTE
license holders, and that it would not simply suffice to be
the first to enter the new market; they knew that new
customers and their loyalty would be won on service
differentiation, network speed and reliability, and
affordability.
BLU’s leadership knew that they needed a proven, easy-toinstall solution that would not only meet their ambitious
deadlines, but that would also enable them to capture the
greatest market share early on by delivering the most
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compelling service offerings, a fast, reliable network, and a
sophisticated customer experience. They also wanted
assurance in the investment of a long-term core network
solution that could readily adapt and evolve in a fastchanging market.
After an intense and rigorous selection process, BLU chose
Alepo to provide a pre-integrated core network and IT
solution for LTE and Wi-Fi, along with Alepo’s expert
professional services to connect the solution smoothly into
BLU’s multi-vendor network environment.
When asked why the company selected Alepo, BLU Chief
Operations Officer, Ekow Thomson, cited Alepo’s proven
experience in LTE and Carrier Wi-Fi.
“With our tight deployment deadlines, it was imperative
that we choose a solutions provider like Alepo, whose
proven, market-ready solutions meet our immediate goals
today while also being able to flex and adapt to our everevolving network and business,” stated Ekow Thomson, COO
at BLU.
In addition, BLU looked at Alepo’s experience working in
multi-vendor, best-of-breeds networks. Alepo already
offered proven integration with BLU’s LTE RAN vendor
(Huawei) and Wi-Fi Hotspot vendor (Airspan) in production
environments, which contributed to a faster and smoother
deployment. The assurance of Alepo’s standards-based
products and solutions factored into the decision-making
process.
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THE ALEPO SOLUTION
Alepo delivered to BLU a complete “LTE in a Box” solution
that offered a rapid deployment time for advanced LTE and
Wi-Fi Hotspot data services. The solution combined Alepo’s
high-performance Evolved Packet Core, including advanced
policy and charging control (PCRF, OCS), Alepo’s awardwinning BSS / OSS suite, Service Enabler, and Alepo’s Carrier
AAA infrastructure together on a single, pre-integrated
platform. The end-to-end solution gave BLU full support for
the delivery, monetization, and customer experience of
multi-play LTE and Wi-Fi hotspot services.
Solution components included:


Alepo Solution Components



Alepo Policy and Charging Rules Function (PCRF)



Alepo Convergent Charging & Billing System (OCS /
OFCS)



Alepo High Performance AAA Infrastructure (AAA)



Alepo Event Messaging Framework



Alepo Notification Center



Alepo Service Enabler (BSS / OSS), modules
included:
o Product Catalogue
o Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
o Issue Management & Trouble Ticketing
o Voucher Management
o Inventory Management
o Partner & Reseller Management
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ALEPO PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



Alepo Enterprise Management System (EMS)



Alepo Web Self Care Portal



Alepo Self Care Mobile App



Alepo Captive Portal (Dynamic Subscriber Redirect)



Alepo Reporting Server



Alepo Monitoring Server



Solution Consulting & Design



Alepo Configuration Manager





Alepo Integration Framework

Integration with Third-Party Systems:
o Huawei LTE RAN (HSS, PGW)
o GorillaBox Video Content Delivery System
o expressPay Payment Gateway
o Avaya Call Center & Web Chat
o Cisco / Meraki Wi-Fi Access Point



Onsite Implementation



Assistance with Initial Business Plans Configuration



Training & Handholding



Continued 24 x 7 x 365 Support

Please see product descriptions and roles at the end of
this case study. For more information about any of
these products or components, please visit
www.alepo.com or contact us today at
sales@alepo.com.
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Alepo also provided the necessary professional services to
bring the solution to life in BLU’s best-of-breeds network
environment. Alepo provided:
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OVERALL FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM
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ALEPO’S APPROACH
Alepo worked closely with BLU to design and deploy a
solution that expertly navigated the business and networkfacing challenges that the Greenfield operator faced. The
following section describes those challenges and the
approach that Alepo took in order to lead BLU to a
successful launch.
1) Operator Challenge: A Rapid Deployment
BLU faced a strict regulatory deadline to launch its LTE
network, giving the Greenfield operator just 18 months to
design, build, and launch its LTE and Wi-Fi hotspot networks
Alepo’s Approach:
Alepo delivered a complete “LTE in a Box” solution – a
complete Evolved Packet Core, including policy, charging,
subscriber management that comes pre-integrated with
Alepo’s Service Enabler Framework – a modular BSS / OSS
platform and AAA infrastructure. Tested and proven preintegration allows for a faster deployment time – in most
cases, that means 90 days or less from contract signing to
launch. Alepo’s “LTE in a Box” gives operators everything
they need to deliver and monetize data services, so that
they can make their networks profitable from Day One.

All of Alepo’s solutions employ standards-based interfaces
towards access networks and open, web services APIs
towards third-party IT systems, further streamlining the
integration process. In addition, Alepo offers numerous,
proven integration and interoperability tests in lab and
product environments with today’s leading vendors,
including Cisco, Huawei, ZTE, Ericsson, Alcatel Lucent, and
many others.
2) Operator Challenge: A Crucial First Impression to
Capture Market Share
BLU raced its competitors to seize the new LTE market in
Ghana. It wasn’t enough to get to market first. BLU knew
that, in order to win customers, the company needed to
make a strong first impression, and that meant offering the
most attractive, differentiated services and promotions as
well as the most sophisticated customer experience across
all services and locations.
Furthermore, BLU knew that, in such an emerging
marketplace, it would need the flexibility to respond
immediately to its competitors’ offerings. If the competitor
were to launch a new data promotion, BLU needed to be
able to meet and exceed that offer without any delays or
limitations from its network environment.
Alepo’s Approach:

Alepo works in a truly Agile development environment so
that operators can launch quickly without being blocked by
customizations, which are rolled out according to an
established timetable.
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Rapid data monetization and pricing innovation is one of
Alepo’s greatest strengths. Alepo’s Policy and Charging
Control (PCC) environment readily allows for the most
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flexible and granular service plans and promotions.
Operators can easily deliver the latest Policy 2.0 data plans
like app bundles, video on demand, and tiered bandwidth
speeds. Flexible policy and charging control, paired with the
advanced business logic of Alepo SE and its user-friendly
design, virtually eliminates the time to market for creative
and attractive service offerings.
With Alepo’s solution, BLU is able to launch the most
advanced and differentiated LTE and Wi-Fi hotspot data
services, including:


Zero-Rated Apps, for example, Free Facebook



Time and Volume-based Data Plans



Holiday-Specific Rates and Charging



Data Gifting and Sharing Across Accounts



Wi-Fi Hotspot Access with LTE Subscription



Wi-Fi Hotspot Pass for New or Casual Users



Tiered Video on Demand and Content Packages



Group and Family Plans



Turbo Boost – Bandwidth on Demand



Rollover Unused Time or Volume



Automatic Promotions and Freebies



Building a Better Customer Experience

As part of the complete, pre-integrated solution delivered
to BLU, Alepo implemented its customer self-care tools: a
web portal and a mobile app for Androids and iPhones. Via
the Alepo’s customer self-care channels, BLU subscribers
can register for services, purchase new or additional
packages, access BLU’s Video on Demand portal, top up or
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pay invoices, and fully manage their accounts in a
completely convenient and independent way, whether on
LTE or Wi-Fi. Alepo’s customer self-care tools are easily
customizable via HTML and CSS, which was important for
BLU to launch its new brand and style in such a short
timeframe.
Network performance - speed and reliability - are other
critical aspects of the customer experience that help to win
customers and build loyalty. Alepo’s solution boasts
industry-leading performance and reliability, so BLU can be
confident in the quality and availability of its LTE services.
Alepo solutions are horizontally scalable, and they continue
to perform highly even as subscriber numbers grow.
3) Operator Challenge: Advanced Video on Demand and
Content Delivery
As part of its competitive differentiation, BLU wanted to
launch with Video on Demand services over LTE. To do this,
BLU deployed a full video content delivery system from
GorillaBox, which required provisioning as well as advanced
policy and charging to ensure accurate delivery and
monetization of the services.
Alepo’s Approach
Alepo provided interoperability testing and integration with
GorillaBox to create “BluBox.” Subscribers can purchase
different packages of IPTV services through the Alepo
Registration Portal in conjunction with their LTE data
services, all of which can be managed through the Alepo
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Web Self Care portal. BLU customers can also access limited
free content in BluBox before purchasing an IPTV package.
4) Operator Challenge: Investment Assurance in a
Scalable, Future-Proof Network
Despite the fact that BLU needed a solution that could be
deployed within a few months, the operator didn’t want to
waste its investment in a stop gap solution that would need
to be replaced later on as the network grew. Thus, BLU
needed a solution that could deliver LTE and Wi-Fi hotspot
services both today and tomorrow as new business
opportunities and technologies arise.
Alepo’s Approach
With Alepo’s “LTE in a Box” solution, BLU is assured in its
immediate needs and long-term investment. All of Alepo’s
solutions share common design principles that make them
highly scalable, adaptable, and future-ready

OPEN, STANDARDS-BASED PRODUCTS
Because Alepo’s solutions employ open, standards-based
interfaces, they work to avoid vendor lock-in and promote a
best-of-breeds network. Even if BLU were to decide to
replace a single element within or connected to Alepo’s
platform later on, the operator would be assured in Alepo’s
ability to integrate its existing components with any thirdparty, standards-based elements.

ENDLESS SCALABILITY
Alepo’s solutions are intelligently designed and
implemented to scale out endlessly (horizontal scaling)
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without a major system redesign or replacement. This
reassures service providers of their investments in
infrastructure as their networks and businesses grow.

SERVICE GENERIC
Alepo’s solutions are built to be service generic, so that new
services and technologies, as they emerge, can be easily
defined within Alepo’s platforms and operate with the same
policy and charging parameters as other existing services.
This way, BLU can be assured of its investment as it rolls out
new services, like Voice over LTE, and as new technologies
become available.

MULTI-ACCESS NETWORK SUPPORT
Alepo’s solutions serve multiple access network
technologies from the same platform: fixed broadband like
DSL, Wi-Fi and WiMAX, 3G and 4G mobile broadband
technologies like GSM and LTE, respectively. Technological
convergence lowers costs, eases daily operations, and
allows for greater cross-promotion and bundling of services.
For example, BLU is now able to offer regular Wi-Fi hotspot
access to its LTE subscribers as part of their plan or as an
add-on service.

A “Right Fit” Solution
Alepo takes a consultative approach for a software vendor
to build the best fit solution for each operator according to
its unique business goals, timeline, and budget. For
Greenfield operators on tight deadlines, like BLU, a
complete, end-to-end solution may be in order. More
established operators with legacy mobile networks,
however, may need only one or two components such as a
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PCRF paired with Alepo’s expert integration services in
order to realize new business opportunities. Regardless of
the size and scope of the Alepo solution, BLU is assured that
it purchased only the modules and components it needed to
achieve its business needs, lending to a lower total cost of
ownership and less network complexity.

Wi-Fi hotspots and IPTv services to residential and business
subscribers using an ultra-fast 4G LTE network.

OUTCOME

About Alepo

Alepo was able to quickly and smoothly deliver an “LTE in a
Box” solution for LTE and Wi-Fi hotspots as well as
professional services to connect the platform to BLU’s Bestof-Breeds network. As a result, BLU was able to launch
ahead of its regulatory deadline with the most advanced 4G
data plans, including video on demand, tiered bandwidth
speeds, app bundles, and more. What’s more, BLU is
assured of its investment in a high-performance solution
with the built-in flexibility to adapt to new market
opportunities and technologies as they emerge.

Alepo is a leading provider of enabling IT and network
infrastructure software solutions for communications
service providers worldwide. Alepo works closely with
market leaders including MTN, France Telecom, and Digicel,
empowering them to compete aggressively and realize data
opportunities across technologies and generations. Alepo is
proud to support innovative market leaders as they evolve
in the telecommunications marketplace. www.alepo.com

ABOUT
About BLU Telecommunications
BLU is a Ghanaian owned and managed
Telecommunications Company utilizing the latest 4G
technology to deliver ultra-fast broadband to consumers in
Ghana. BLU secured a 4G license from the National
Communications Authority of Ghana and launched its
services in October 2014. The company provides a wide
range of telecommunications services including data, voice,
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Headquartered in Accra, the company is run by a young and
vibrant team with over 50 years of collective experience in
Technology, Management and Finance. More information at
www.blu.com.gh

ALEPO SOLUTION COMPONENTS
DESCRIPTIONS AND ROLES
This section describes the Alepo products and components
that comprised the “LTE in a Box” solution delivered to BLU
Telecommunications. For additional information on any of
these products and others in the Alepo product catalogue,
please visit www.alepo.com or contact us today at
sales@alepo.com
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ALEPO CONVERGENT CHARGING &
BILLING SYSTEM (OCS / OFCS)
Alepo’s Convergent Charging & Billing Platform is an end-toend revenue management solution that encompasses realtime (online) and batch (offline) rating, charging, and billing,
as well as balance management, mediation, and more. The
robust system is able to merge all next generation services
and access technologies onto a single, carrier-grade
platform. It offers the utmost flexibility in designing
innovative business plans that attract customers and propel
revenue and market share.

ALEPO POLICY CONTROL RULES
FUNCTION (PCRF)
Alepo’s Policy & Charging Rules Function (PCRF) is a highperformance and feature-rich policy control engine for
Diameter-based evolved packet core (EPC) networks. Built
for agility and flexibility, Alepo’s PCRF enables service
providers to realize true Policy 2.0 use cases with real-time
speed and efficiency. In doing so, service providers gain
greater control in shaping the customer experience and
network resource utilization.

ALEPO HIGH PERFORMANCE AAA
INFRASTRUCTURE (AAA)
Alepo’s AAA server works with network elements for service
authentication, authorization, accounting and gateway
control. It acts as a policy decision point (PDP) toward an
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enforcement point such as a SIP Server, SBC, BRAS, or ASN
gateway. When deployed with Alepo’s Convergent Charging
& Billing platform and Customer Management system the
AAA server also performs balance management, fraud
prevention, and revenue assurance by preventing
unauthorized users from accessing the network altogether,
and enforcing business policies for authorized users.

ALEPO SERVICE ENABLER
Alepo Service Enabler is a complete, carrier-grade BSS / OSS
software framework that enables the delivery,
monetization, and management of the latest IP data
services. With SE, service providers can bring new services
to market sooner and secure the position as an innovative
and profitable market leader.
Service Enabler Modules deployed at BLU:


Product Catalogue



Customer Relationship Management (CRM)



Issue Management & Trouble Ticketing



Voucher Management



Inventory Management



Partner & Reseller Management



Alepo Web Self-Care Portal

Alepo’s Web Self-Care is a complete online portal that
enables end customers to fully manage their accounts
independently and conveniently. The portal is a one-stop
site to purchase new services, view account balances,
recharge pre-paid accounts, pay bills, manage account
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settings, The portal’s intuitive Web 2.0 interface presents all
customer information and available actions via one
streamlined navigation bar. Operators can also push special
promotions and offers as banner ads within the portal.
What’s more, the portal is readily customizable via HTML
and CSS to allow any operator to easily apply its own brand
and style for a consistent look and feel.

ALEPO MOBILE SELF-CARE APP
Alepo’s Customer Self-Care Mobile Apps carry the full
functionality of the Web Self Care Portal for mobile users on
the go. Featuring a graphic-heavy and intuitive interface,
Alepo’s mobile apps ensure increased customer satisfaction
for an increasingly mobile customer base. From within the
app, end customers can pay and view bills, update personal
information, view usage, and even change plans via a few
clicks on their mobile device. The app can be easily branded
and made available in the Google Play Store, iPhone App
Store, or your own.
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